Comparative evaluation of the effectiveness in plaque removal from the tooth surface by electric toothbrushes with different types of bristle movement
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ABSTRACT
Supportive periodontal therapy (SPT) is an important factor in maintaining the results of active treatment of periodontal disease. Selection of effective personal hygienic tools is very important in addition to the formation of sustainable hygienic skills in patients. The aim of the study is a comparative assessment of the quality of mechanical removal of a native microbial biofilm with toothbrushes with different types of head rotation and a manual toothbrush. Objects and methods. The extracted teeth were fixed in plaster models, and the vestibular surface of the three teeth was processed for 10 seconds without the use of toothpaste. Tooth № 1 was a control (biofilm was not removed), tooth № 2 was cleaned with a manual toothbrush with an imitation of the Brass method, tooth № 3 was cleaned with a brush with oscillating-rotating movements of bristles. Tooth № 4 was brushed with a toothbrush with vibrating types of bristles motion. The enamel-cementum junction of the tooth was taken strictly from the vestibular surface along the central axis of the tooth for studying in a scanning electron microscope. Conclusions. A complete cleaning of the tooth enamel surface from microbial biofilms is not achieved after using a manual toothbrush. Toothbrushes with oscillating-rotating movements of bristles create the phenomenon of “sweeping” of the biofilm fragments into the area of the cementum-enamel junction. The vibrating types of bristles motion maximally clean the cervical area of the tooth.
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Сравнительная оценка эффективности удаления зубного налета с поверхности зуба с помощью электрических зубных щеток с различными типами движения щетинок
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Введение. Поддерживающая пародонтальная терапия (ППТ) является важным фактором в сохранении результатов активного лечения заболеваний пародонта*. Кроме формирования устойчивых гигенических навыков у пациентов, очень важен подбор эффективных средств индивидуальной гигиены. Целью исследования явилась сравнительная оценка качества механического удаления нативной микробной биопленки зубными щетками с различными типами вращения головки и щетинной зубной щеткой. Объекты и методы. Удаленные зубы были зафиксированы в гипсовые модели, и вестибулярная поверхность трех зубов обработана в течение 10 секунд без использования зубной пасты. Зуб № 1 – контроль (биопленка не удалялась), зуб № 2 – почищен щеткой с возвратно-вращательными движениями щетинок, зуб № 4 – почищен щеткой с возвратно-поступательными движениями щетинок. Для изучения в сканирующем электронном микроскопе были взяты образцы эмалево-цементного соединения зуба строго с вестибулярной поверхности по центральной оси зуба. Заключение. При использовании щетки с возвратно-поступательными движениями головки создаются преимущества «заметания» фрагментов биопленок в область щетинок зубных щеток. Возвратно-поступательное движение щетинок зубной щетки максимально качественно очищает пришеечную область зуба.
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Periodontal maintenance (PM) is an important factor in supporting results of active periodontal treatment. A special role in PM efficacy belongs to good oral hygiene. Multiple studies of different types of oral care products showed that amount of supragingival plaque affects the number of subgingival periodontal pathogens. The research also proved that the length of periodontal disease remission depends on the level of oral care. Besides the formation of good oral habits, it is also very important to choose effective tools for home oral care. Data of epidemiological surveys show high population awareness about available oral care products. However, the study conducted by the Department of Periodontology of MSUMD shows that only 48.5 % of questioned patients use water flossers on a regular basis and only 15.2 % brush their teeth with electric toothbrush. It is interesting that 16.3 % of participants ever bought a water flosser and 15.1% of patients got an electric toothbrush, but they don’t use them as intended due to lack of knowledge about their efficacy [1, 2, 6, 7].

● THE AIM OF THE STUDY

Therefore the aim of our study is a comparative evaluation of the quality of dental plaque removal by electric toothbrushes with different types of bristle movement and manual toothbrushes.

● OBJECTS AND METHODS

Patient G., DoB 1981, with aggressive periodontitis had 4 incisors extracted simultaneously due to periodontal disease (fig. 1, 2).

The teeth were placed in sterile saline for 30 minutes. Biofilm was not removed from one tooth (control). Three teeth were mounted in plaster and their labial surface was cleaned during 10 seconds without paste in a wet medium with various toothbrushes: manual and electric (oscillating-rotating and vibrating types of bristle motion).

For imaging in scanning electron microscope (SEM) teeth were fixed with 10 % neutral buffered formalin, then frozen samples were dehydrated in graded ethanol series. After dehydration, the samples were dried in Quorum K350 (Quorum GaLa Instrumente GmbH, Germany). Prepared samples were mounted on a special aluminium table with conductive carbon glue and sputter-coated with gold or platinum-palladium alloy in Quorum Q150TS system (Quorum GaLa Instrumente GmbH, Germany) and studied in SEM S 3400N (Hitachi, Japan) at accelerating voltage.

● RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nowadays it is proved that biofilm growth is stimulated by anaerobic conditions due to reducing features of mucin, oligosaccharides of oral fluid, food debris. Therefore multi-species biofilm formation is more pronounced in the deepest parts of the gingival sulcus specifically on the tooth surface at the cementoenamel junction that is visible on SEM images of the present study samples (fig. 3) [3, 4].

Analyzing SEM images it was found out that at high magnification biofilm structure with various morphologic forms is well distinguished (fig. 4). In some parts coccal, filamentous and rod-shaped elements are more distinct. The last are numerous in chronic periodontitis and identified with the application of molecular diagnostic techniques as bacteroid forms. According to data of E.V. Ippolitov (2016) they belong to periodontal pathogens of the bacteroid group – P. gingivalis, P. intermedia, T. forsythia [1, 2].

According to our results, different products for mechanical removal of microbial biofilm from tooth enamel and root cementum apparently change in a certain way morphological pattern as observed with SEM and demonstrated in the images below.

The minimal difference is detected between an almost "uncleaned tooth" and cleaned with a manual toothbrush. Tooth surface is irregularly covered with biofilm and apparently clean areas interchange with microbial accumulation (fig. 5).

Area of CEJ shows "sweeping" phenomenon, i.e. reaggregation of biofilm fragments and selected groups of microbial cells (fig. 6, 7). At that, significant accumulation of microbial cells is marked in deep areas, on root cementum (fig. 8, 9). Typical multilayered structure of mixed culture biofilm is observed [1, 2, 5].

The result was different when oscillation-rotation cleaning system (Oral-B) was used. All biofilm was removed from tooth enamel; its surface was quite smooth and free from microbial forms with single inclusions within the field of view (fig. 10a). It is visible at higher magnification that those are separate, very small fragments of biofilm. At that distinct bacterial forms are not defined (Fig. 10b).

Thus, manual toothbrushing cannot properly remove microbial biofilm from tooth enamel. Minimal effect of mechanical cleaning is marked at gingival attachment area and especially at CEJ.

The image was different at the CEJ level. Biofilm on tooth cementum was almost intact (fig. 11) and microbiota composition, as seen at higher magnification in this area, was more diverse and
Fig. 1. Patient G., 1981, diagnosis: aggressive periodontitis. Condition before tooth extraction.

Fig. 2. Patient G., 1981, aggressive periodontitis. OPG.

Fig. 3. Overview of mixed culture biofilm in CEJ area. SEM. Mag. 9.7x1.70k ("medium").

Fig. 4. Coccol, filamentous and bacteroid morphotypes in mixed culture biofilm in CEJ area. SEM. Mag. 9.7x5.00k ("high").

Fig. 5. Tooth surface above the attached gingiva after thorough brushing with a manual toothbrush. SEM. Mag. 5.7x2.00k ("medium").

Fig. 6. The irregular distribution of biofilm and selected groups of microbial cells – the phenomenon of toothbrush “sweeping” SEM. Mag. 12.4x3.70k ("high").

Fig. 7. Distinct groups of coccol and bacteroid morphological forms SEM. Mag. 9.9x4.70k ("high").

Fig. 8. Preserved mixed culture biofilm in CEJ area. SEM. Mag. 5.7x4.00k ("medium").

Fig. 9. The multilayered structure of preserved mixed culture biofilm at CEJ. SEM. Mag. 9.3x1.30k ("high").

Fig. 10a. Tooth enamel surface SEM. Mag. 10.8x950 SE.

Fig. 10b. Tooth enamel surface. SEM. Mag. 10.4x5.50k ("high").

Fig. 11. Thick biofilm covering root cementum. SEM. Mag. 10.0x3.70k ("medium").
overall typical for periodontitis – bacteroid type (fig. 12).

Signs of "sweeping" were found out in CEJ area. They are clearly distinguished by smoothening of biofilm multi-compound structure due to mechanical oscillation-rotation motion (fig. 13, 14).

The following results were obtained with vibrating bristle movements of Sonicare FlexCare Platinum (Philips). Tooth enamel surface was relatively clean and biofilm-free after brushing (fig. 15). At high magnification single small microbial groups were determined (fig. 16).

Root cementum was more microbiota-populated as in the case with manual and electric oscillating-rotating toothbrushes. However fragmented biofilm layers were revealed by the study. It seems that biofilm is partially destroyed (fig. 17) in comparison with fig. 11.

It was found out that in some areas multi-layered structure of biofilm was lost and biofilm thickness decreased, that can be associated with the present type of cleaning, but needs to be specified by quantitative methods (fig. 18).

Most distinguished differences from two studied and above-mentioned types of brushing were detected at cementoenamel junction. Specifically, there were large biofilm-free areas (fig. 19).
At higher magnification, the microbial biofilm is visible without distinct structure (fig. 20). Signs of "sweeping" detected in two previous cleaning options were not revealed after the Philips system application. Coccal morphological type visually dominates over bacteroid that can be considered as a favourable sign in the prognosis of decrease of inflammation and regression of periodontitis (fig. 21) [2].

● CONCLUSION
Thus, according to SEM, manual brushing cannot properly remove microbial biofilm from tooth enamel and rotation-oscillation technologies (Oral-B) create the phenomenon of "sweeping" of biofilm fragments to CEJ area though partially clean tooth surface and destroy biofilm.

Minimal effect of mechanical cleaning in all types of brushing including powered brushing is seen at gingival attachment level and especially at the level of the cementoenamel junction. The efficiency of Sonicare FlexCare Platinum (Philips) is proved not only by quality cleaning of enamel surface due to dynamic fluid flow but by the absence of "sweeping" phenomenon in the CEJ area after bristle vibrations.

Besides, it is reasonable to perform quantitative tests in vitro in an experiment with modulated biofilm and quantitative evaluation of decrease of bacterial load in CEJ area to confirm suggested positive effect of Philips system.
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